SUBJ: IRAQ - POSSIBLE COUP D'ETAT

REF: JABR/MCANDREW MEMCON, 4 NOV 69

1. SAAD JABR CONTACTED MCANDREW DECEMBER 8 TO REPORT HIS "GROUP" PLANNING ESTABLISH "IRAQI GOVERNMENT" IN NORTHERN IRAQ AND FOMENT REBELLION IN SOUTH WITHIN NEXT SIX WEEKS. AFTER OUR REITERATION OF USG INABILITY GET INVOLVED IN A COUP, JABR SAID HIS GROUP ABLE CARRY OUT COUP WITHOUT OUTSIDE SUPPORT, BUT NEEDS USG COMMITMENT TO TAKE FOLLOWING ACTIONS ONCE "IRAQI GOVERNMENT" ESTABLISHED:

A. PUT PRESSURE UPON PARENT COMPANIES TO WITHOLD ALL PAYMENTS TO "ILLEGAL GOVERNMENT IN BAGHDAD" OR PREFERABLY TO MAKE PAYMENTS UNDER CONCESSION TO "NEW GOVERNMENT". IF IPC REFUSED, HIS "GOVERNMENT" WOULD PERMIT BARZANI'S FOLLOWERS BY SABOTAGE TO CUT OFF FLOW OF OIL TO REFINERY AND THROUGH PIPELINE.

B. URGENT PROVISION OF MEDICINES, FOOD, AND CLOTHING FOR DISTRIBUTION BY NEW "GOVERNMENT," WHICH MIGHT ALSO REQUIRE CREDIT FACILITIES.

C. PROVISION OF NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE IRAQ WITH WHOM NEW "GOVERNMENT" COULD SAFELY COOPERATE.

2. DEPARTMENT WILL NOTE VARIATION BETWEEN THIS AND PAST PLANS OF JABR COUP. JABR INDICATED CHANGE DICTATED BY REALIZATION THAT HIS FORMER ASSOCIATE, EX-PRIMIN NAYIF, DOES NOT HAVE THE SUPPORT IN THE ARMED FORCES HE CLAIMS TO HAVE.
3. EMBOFF TOLD JABR USG COULD NOT MAKE SUCH COMMITMENTS. JABR INSISTED HIS THREE QUESTIONS BE REFERRED TO WASHINGTON. HE WILL RETURN BEIRUT FROM IRAN DECEMBER 12 FOR DEFINITIVE REPLY. FAILING SATISFACTORY RESPONSE FROM USG, HE SAID HE WILL ADVISE HIS FOLLOWERS TO ABANDON THE EFFORT TO OVERTHROW THE IRAQI REGIME.
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